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HPP - Terry ShawCIPD 

Responding to the announcement of the two millionth 
Apprenticeship of the current Parliament by the Government 
today (Tuesday 9 December), Katerina Rüdiger, Head of 
Skills and Policy Campaigns at the CIPD, the professional 
body for HR and people development, said, “Today’s news 
that the Government has successfully fulfilled its promise 
of starting two million apprentices during this Parliament 
is very positive, and it’s encouraging to see the number of 
employers recognising Apprenticeships as a valuable route 
into the labour market.

Despite this steady progress, Apprenticeships are still not a 
game-changer in the world of work. Every day, employers 
are creating new opportunities across a broad range of 
industries but there is still a low awareness of schemes, 
particularly amongst young people and parents. According 
to CIPD research, 40% of Apprenticeships currently 
receive just five or fewer applications and only 15% of 
parents say that they have received enough information on 
Apprenticeship schemes.

A further challenge lies in the unwarranted but enduring 
perception that Apprenticeships are ’second-rate’ to 
a university experience when it comes to entering the 
workplace; in fact, the ratio of young people applying for 
higher Apprenticeships versus university degrees is still only 
one in every ninety. In their efforts to prepare young people 
for future careers, schools and colleges need to be actively 
promoting Apprenticeships alongside university education as 
an equal and valuable route into the world of work.

Employers can also work together with schools to engage 
with young people as they approach the end of their 
secondary education. Careers fairs and insights talks, online 
platforms, mentoring and work experience are just some 
of the ways to do this and are an excellent opportunity to 
provide young people and their parents with the information 
they need to recognise Apprenticeships for the progressive 
and rewarding career paths that they can create.”

Original source: http://www.cipd.co.uk/
pressoffice/press-releases/two-millionth-
apprenticeship.aspx

CIPD welcomes Government’s “two 
millionth Apprenticeship” announcement, 
but schools as well as employers need 
to champion the cause...
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About Terry
Terry was born in Oldham and has lived there ever since. 
He started working at Hill’s Panel Products (HPP) as an 
apprentice over 28 years ago and has been an integral part 
in their manufacturing capabilities, producing high quality 
kitchens for a department then known as ‘Hill’s Interiors’.

Can you remember being an Apprentice?
Only just! I’ve worked at HPP for over 28 years now and 
have had a varied career at the company. My Apprenticeship 
started with me working on the shop floor manufacturing 
kitchen doors to order for what was then a small base of 
customers loyal to the newly formed company Hill’s Panel 
Products. From there, the company trained me, developed 
my skills and helped me to progress through varied roles, 
including working in the machine shop, acting in a full 
time supervisory role and later moving into a management 
position.

What is your current job role?
My current role at HPP is Production Manager. This involves 
me overseeing the day to day running of our manufacturing 
facility, scheduling and managing jobs coming in and out of 
the business and helping staff with any questions or issues 
they might have.

I also get involved quite heavily in scheduling workflows and 
work closely with my line manager to ensure everything is 
running smoothly and to schedule.

How has your role changed over the years?
My role at HPP has changed dramatically since starting 
here as an apprentice. Over the years, I’ve seen steady 
progression from working on the shop floor, to becoming 
a delivery van driver with a slight sales slant, machine 
shop operative, supervisor and, nine years ago, becoming 
Production Manager.

What has been your biggest contribution to HPP?
I’m an extremely reliable member of staff who management 
and staff at HPP know they can rely on, with very few sick 
days during my career and the ability to help and guide staff 
when they need it the most. I’d like to think I’ve contributed 
quite widely to HPP and its manufacturing capability too. As 
the company has grown, so too has our training, innovation 

and capabilities. I’ve contributed to the development of 
new processes and production techniques, as well as the 
management of specifying and installing new machinery 
that has helped widen our offer whilst also increasing our 
production output – all of which are helping to grow and 
differentiate the business.

Who offered you the most support and inspiration 
whilst developing at HPP?
The works manager, Steve Hannan, is certainly an influential 
character who helped me considerably throughout my 
journey at HPP. 

He always managed to see the strengths I possessed and 
how they could be best utilised within the business. After 
a long service in various roles at HPP, he felt I was the 
right man for the job when the role of Production Manager 
became available and I appreciate the support and guidance 
he provided to me during this transition and even to this day.

What is the best thing about working at HPP?
The company is a great place to work. It has a really good 
family feel to it as it’s still privately owned and staff and 
management are always looking out for each other; helping 
to ensure the job is done to the best of everyone’s ability. It’s 
got a great feeling that I don’t think is that common in other 
large businesses these days.

Favourite Book:
I’m a big fan of autobiographies and recently finished 
reading about Steven Gerrard. It’s a great read, especially if 
you’re a Liverpool fan like me!

Favourite Food:
You can’t beat a good steak or a decent chicken dinner. 
Superb!

Favourite TV Programme:
I watch lots of sports but also love Only Fools and Horses, 
even watching re-runs to this very day, they never get old!

Do you have any dislikes?
Manchester United Fans! I’m a true Liverpool supporter so it 
comes with the territory.

If you could invite anyone to a dinner, who would 
they be?
Steven Gerrard, Kenny Dalglish and finally Jim Carey for a bit 
of laughter and fun.

What was the most pivotal moment in your life?
There have been quite a few. In my earlier years, I played 
rugby to a high standard and scored the winning try in a cup 
final so that was quite a memorable day, but most of all, the 
births of my three children would have to be the most pivotal 
of all.

Terry Shaw – from Apprentice to Manager

Watch this space! NLTG have won a further 8 
City and Guilds Gold Medals for Excellence!
Over the years, NLTG have had great success with the City 
and Guilds prestigious Medals for Excellence Awards. In 
2013 we won 5 medals, which was amazing. In 2014 we 
continued with the success winning another 5 medals. It has 
just been announced by City and Guilds that we have won 
8 Medals for Excellence being an all-time record beating our 
six medals achieved in 2009. This year’s medals have been 
achieved across our Business Administration, IT, Customer 
Service, Warehouse and Storage, Manufacturing, Catering 
and Hospitality teams and the Lecturer/Trainer Awards which 
have been won by our Study Programme and Job Centre 

Plus staff, making this an 
outstanding achievement for 
all the learners and teachers 
who have shown dedication 
within their respective fields. 
More information on our 
outstanding achievements will 
appear in our next issue of the 
Training Times.

Chris Sherratt - Quality Improvement Officer


